strands, generated by a process of discontinuous RNA synthesis (reviewed in references 39, [48] [49] [50] 70 ) involving the 3'-terminal extension of the nascent strands (the complements of the sg mRNA bodies) with the complement of the leader sequence. This discontinuous step in minus-strand RNA synthesis, which may resemble copy-choice RNA recombination, is regulated (in part) by conserved transcription-regulating sequences (TRSs). in EAv, both sequence elements and higher-order RNA structures have been postulated to direct the transfer of the nascent minus strand from the body TRS to the leader TRS in the genomic RNA template 38, 40, 41, 64, 65 . in addition to these RNA-RNA interactions, several EAv replicase subunits have been specifically implicated in transcription: the nsp10 helicase 51, 68, 69 , the nsp11 putative endoribonuclease 45 , and nsp1 62 , the most N-terminal replicase cleavage product. Previous studies showed that EAv replication can proceed in the absence of transcription 62, 68 , suggesting that the latter process is in part controlled by transcription-specific replicase functions. Whereas mutations in nsp10 and nsp11 affected both genome amplification and transcription 45, 68 , deletion of the nsp1-coding sequence from the replicase gene selectively blocked sg RNA synthesis 62 , which could be partially restored in a replicon RNA that expressed nsp1 from an artificial alternative locus in the genome (replicon DiTRAC) 62 . EAv nsp1 (260 aa) cotranslationally releases itself from the replicase polyproteins through a papain-like cysteine protease (PCPβ) activity in its C-terminal half 58, 59 . Comparative sequence analysis identified two other domains in nsp1 (Fig. 2C) , an additional PCP (PCPα), which has become inactivated in the course of EAv evolution but is functional in other arteriviruses 9 , and a potential N-terminal zinc finger (ZF) domain (Fig. 2B ) 62 . in the artificial setting of the DiTRAC replicon, the ZF domain and the structural integrity of nsp1, but not the proteolytic activity of PCPβ, were important for transcription 62 . The role of nsp1 has now been addressed in the context of the fulllength EAv genome and the complete viral life cycle. We conclude that EAv nsp1 not only couples replicase maturation to transcription but also plays a surprising, yet unexplained, role in virion biogenesis. Several nsp1 mutations that did not dramatically affect viral RNA synthesis were found to severely reduce the production of infectious progeny. Thus, EAv nsp1 is a multifunctional protein that is involved in at least three consecutive key processes in the EAv life cycle: proteolytic maturation of the replicase, transcription, and virion biogenesis.
mateRIals aND methODs eav reverse genetics
Site-directed PCR mutagenesis 25 was used to engineer mutations in shuttle plasmids carrying the nsp1 coding sequence. Following sequence analysis, mutations were transferred to EAv full-length cDNA clone pEAv211 64, 68 . The mutants of the PCPβ active-site cysteine Comparison of key sequences of the three domains identified in the arterivirus nsp1 region, ZF, PCPα, and PCPβ. The putative zinc-coordinating residues of the ZF domain and the active-site Cys and His residues of the two PCP domains are indicated. Note that EAv PCPα is no longer active due to the loss of its active-site Cys (9) . Residues targeted by mutagenesis in this study are indicated with an asterisk.
(Cys-164) and the nsp1/2 cleavage site (Gly-260/Gly-261) have been described before 58 . The amino acid substitutions engineered to generate novel nsp1 mutants are listed in Table 1 .
Following in vitro transcription of full-length cDNA clones by T7 RNA polymerase, BHK-21 cells were transfected with equal amounts of full-length EAv RNA as described previously 68 . immunofluorescence assays (iFAs) 67, 68 were used to monitor transfection efficiencies.
analysis of virus mutants
For an initial assessment of viral phenotypes (in terms of replication and transcription), dual-labeling iFAs 67 were performed with a rabbit antiserum specific for nsp3 43 , a replicase cleavage product expressed from the genome, and a mouse monoclonal antibody (MAb) recognizing the nucleocapsid (N) protein (N MAb 3E2) 29 , which is expressed from the smallest sg mRNA. viral RNA synthesis was studied in more detail by isolating total intracellular RNA at the end of the first replication cycle (~14 h post-transfection [hpt]) using the acidic phenol extraction method, as described previously 70 . RNA was separated in denaturing formaldehyde-agarose gels, and viral mRNAs were visualized by hybridization with a radioactively labeled, antisense oligonucleotide probe (complementary to the 3' end of the genome), which recognizes both genomic and all sg mRNAs 70 . Supernatants harvested from transfected cell cultures were analyzed for infectious progeny by plaque assays 36 and infection of fresh BHK-21 cells.
PCPβ activity assay
A vector (pEAvΔH) for testing PCPβ activity in an in vitro transcription and translation assay 58 was engineered by making an internal Hindiii deletion (removing nucleotides [nt] 1506 to 12308 of the EAv genome; NCBi accession no. NC_002532) in the full-length cDNA clones for selected mutants. These constructs contained an in-frame fusion of the 5' end of ORF1a to the 3' end of ORF6 and encoded a product of 453 aa (52 kDa) including the full-length nsp1 and the nsp1/2 cleavage site. The fusion gene was preceded by a T7 promoter and the natural genomic 5'-untranslated region and followed by the genomic 3'-untranslated region and a poly(A) tail. The in vitro PCP assay was performed by translation of transcripts derived from these vectors in a rabbit reticulocyte lysate (Promega). The reaction was performed at 30°C for 90 min in the presence of [ 35 S]methionine, after which translation and cleavage products were analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfatepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and autoradiography.
sequence analysis and RNa structure prediction
The RNA structure of the 5'-proximal region of EAv ORF1a was predicted using the genetic algorithm of STAR v4.4 19 and the Zuker algorithm 77 on the M-fold web server 78 . Sequence alignments were created using the ClustalW algorithm incorporated in vector NTi (invitrogen). The hairpin structure predicted to underlie the ZF-coding region (see Fig. 6 ) was mutated in full-length cDNA clone pEAv211-RNAko using a combination of seven translationally silent mutations in codons specifying residues 22 to 28 of nsp1 ( Fig. 6 ): C-290→A, C-293→U, U-296→A,U-299→C, G-302→A, U-305→C, and C-308→G (numbers refer to positions in the EAv genome sequence).
Results

Design and characterization of eav nsp1 mutants
We have previously reported that nsp1 is dispensable for EAv genome replication but absolutely required for transcription 62 . in that study, expression of an engineered wild-type nsp1 cassette from an artificial internal ribosomal entry site (iRES) inserted in the 3'-terminal part of replicon DiTRAC could complement for the deletion of the natural nsp1-coding sequence from the replicase gene 62 . This resulted in partial restoration of transcription, but since the iRES-nsp1 cassette in the DiTRAC replicon replaced five of the seven structural protein genes, virus production could not be studied in this system. To address the role of nsp1 against the background of the complete EAv life cycle, we have now used a reversegenetics approach based on the use of full-length cDNA clones 68 . Full-length RNA derived from cDNA clones containing nsp1 mutations (Table 1) was transfected into BHK-21 cells. Replication and transcription were initially monitored using a previously described duallabeling iFA 62 detecting nonstructural and structural protein expression (data not shown). Subsequently, additional assays were used to characterize the phenotypes. The production of infectious progeny was investigated by monitoring the spread of the infection in transfected cell cultures and/or using cell culture supernatants to infect fresh cells.
the nsp1/2 cleavage is essential for eav genome replication
We first analyzed the importance of cleavage of the nsp1/2 site by the C-terminal PCPβ domain of nsp1 58 . in the setting of the DiTRAC replicon, PCPβ activity was dispensable for the functionality of nsp1 in transcription 62 . However, in DiTRAC, nsp1 was expressed from a separate iRES-driven cistron and did not have to play its usual role in replicase proteolysis. in this replicon, cleavage of the nsp1/2 bond was effectively substituted for by translation initiation at the 5' end of the nsp2 coding sequence and independent expression of nsp1 from the 3'-proximal part of the genome.
Using a full-length cDNA clone, cleavage of the nsp1/2 site was now found to be a prerequisite for EAv RNA synthesis. Several mutations that were previously reported to abolish processing of the nsp1/2 site 58, 59 rendered the viral RNA noninfectious. These included replacement of the PCPβ active-site Cys-164 with Ser and replacement of the P1 (Gly-260) or P1' (Gly-261) residues of the nsp1/2 cleavage site with val (Table 1 ) (data not shown). The lethal effect of these mutations was evident, in several independent experiments, from the complete lack of iFA signal in transfected cells and the absence of viral RNA synthesis and infectious progeny.
These results are in contrast with our previous observation that deletion of nsp1 selectively blocks transcription but not replication 62 . We therefore conclude that cleavage of the nsp1/2 site by the nsp1 PCPβ domain must be essential to produce a functional EAv replication complex. Possibly, the N terminus of nsp2 has to be liberated for this subunit to fulfill its role in the formation of the membrane-bound replication complex 43, 57 . This interpretation is further supported by the nonviable phenotype of an EAv construct, in which green fluorescent protein (GFP) was fused to the N terminus of nsp2 66 .
the nsp1 zf domain plays a critical role in transcription
On the basis of site-directed mutagenesis of Cys-25 and Cys-44 (both residues changed to Ala) in the DiTRAC replicon, the nsp1 ZF domain was previously implicated in regulation of transcription 62 . in the context of the EAv full-length clone, the ZF domain was now probed more extensively ( Table 1) . The four putative zinc-coordinating residues (Cys-25, His-27, Cys-41, and Cys-44) were targeted, and -as a negative control -two Cys residues (Cys-32 and Cys-33) that are not conserved in arterivirus nsp1 sequences (Fig. 2C) were also replaced. Nonconservative mutagenesis (to Ala) of the latter two residues resulted in a wild-type phenotype, indicating that Cys residues at positions 32 and 33 of the EAv ZF domain are dispensable for replication in cell culture. The four putative zinc-coordinating residues were replaced both nonconservatively (Cys or His to Ala or Arg) and conservatively (Cys to His and His to Cys). The latter strategy was aimed at maintaining (partial) zinc-binding activity. interestingly, a differential effect of the Ala/Arg versus His/Cys ZF mutations was indeed observed at some positions (Table 1) . Residues Cys-41 and Cys-44 were both absolutely required for the function of nsp1 in transcription ( Fig. 3 and Table 1 ), since their replacement essentially exerted the same effect as deletion of nsp1: transcription was reduced to a level that could not even be detected by using reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) (data not shown). Remarkably, these transcription-negative mutants also displayed a clear upregulation (2.5-to 3-fold) of genome replication (Fig. 3A) , suggesting that EAv replication and transcription normally compete for common factors. multiple nsp1 zf domain mutants are transcription positive but severely impaired in virus production in terms of transcription, the role of Cys-25 was found to be somewhat less critical than those of Cys-41 and Cys-44. Northern blot analysis revealed that the Cys-25→His mutant produced approximately normal amounts of sg mRNAs (Fig. 3B ), although replacement with Ala completely eliminated transcription. immunoprecipitation analyses and iFAs (D. D. Nedialkova et al., unpublished data) confirmed the synthesis of several structural proteins. Remarkably, however, progeny titers were 100-to 1,000-fold reduced and mutant C25H displayed a small-plaque phenotype (Fig. 4) .
Replacement of the fourth putative zinc-coordinating residue, His-27, with either Ala or Cys also yielded a transcription-positive phenotype (Fig. 3) . sg RNA synthesis appeared somewhat reduced relative to genome synthesis but not more than twofold (Fig. 3B) . However, the drop in infectivity for these two His-27 mutants was more pronounced (4 to 5 logs). Signs of probable reversion were occasionally observed in the form of larger plaques (Fig. 4) . The His-27→Arg mutant, on the other hand, displayed a clear transcrip- tion defect (Fig. 3A and B) . Some infectious progeny were produced, but in view of their wild-type size, these plaques likely resulted from rapid reversion of the single-nucleotide mutation introduced to create the H27R mutant. All other mutants in our data set required two replacements to revert to the wild-type codon (Table 1) , and they were, accordingly, relatively stable. The characterization of the transcription-positive nsp1 mutants was extended to several other time points after transfection (between 11 and 18 hpt) with essentially identical results, indicating that these mutants are not merely delayed in terms of virus production but fail to produce the normal level of infectious progeny-an observation implicating nsp1 in an additional step of the viral life cycle, downstream of transcription. Analysis of this phenotype in a longer-time-course experiment was complicated by the emergence and spread of revertants, an issue that will be addressed in a follow-up study.
PCPβ proteolytic activity is not affected by mutations in the zf domain
in view of the critical importance of cleavage at the nsp1/2 site for virus viability (see above), we selected a number of ZF mutants to investigate whether their nsp1 PCPβ activity might have been compromised. PCPβ was previously shown to be highly efficient in directing the nsp1/2 cleavage in a rabbit reticulocyte lysate-based in vitro translation system 58 . By making an internal deletion in the full-length cDNA clones for these mutants, we engineered a vector (pEAvΔH) for in vitro transcription and translation. The pEAvΔH product was a 52-kDa (453-aa) fusion protein consisting of the full-length nsp1, the N-terminal part of nsp2, and the C-terminal part of the M protein, which is encoded by ORF6.
in vitro transcripts derived from these vectors were translated in a reticulocyte lysate in the presence of [ 35 S]methionine. Reaction products were analyzed directly by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography (Fig. 5) . Wild-type nsp1 showed complete cleavage of the 52-kDa precursor into nsp1 (30 kDa) and the C-terminal 22-kDa fragment. The same observation was made for nsp1 ZF mutants showing (C25H and H27C) or completely lacking (C25A and C41A) sg RNA synthesis, strongly suggesting that the transcription defect in the latter mutants is unrelated to a change in PCPβ proteolytic activity.
analysis of RNa structure of the nsp1 zf-coding region
The 5'-proximal domain of the arterivirus genome is a multifunctional region containing RNA signals that are known to be involved in translation, replication, and transcription. These signals were previously found to extend into the coding part of the genome, more specifically the 5' end of ORF1a 64, 65 . This raised the possibility that defects observed in our nsp1 ZF mutants could be due to the effect of the introduced mutations on RNA sequence or structure, rather than on the nsp1 amino acid sequence. in particular, such RNA-specific effects might explain transcription defects, in view of the proximity of the leader TRS and leader TRS hairpin 64, 65 . Also, the production of progeny virus might be affected at the level of genome packaging. The location of encapsidation signal(s) in the EAv genome is still unknown, but previous studies with defective interfering RNAs implicated sequences in the first ~600 nt of the genome in RNA packaging 35 . A comparative analysis of the ZF-coding sequence (nt 285 to 360) of a number of EAv isolates revealed that this area is highly conserved (Fig. 6A) . RNA structure predictions using different methods (see Materials and Methods) revealed a prominent and potentially stable hairpin structure (predicted ΔG using Mfold is -13.6 kcal/mol [ Fig. 6B]) , which can be formed by nt 285 to 315 of the EAv genome. These nucleotides specify nsp1 aa 22 to 30, thus including key ZF residues Cys-25 and His-27, for which mutagenesis had yielded remarkably variable results (see above). Strikingly, the comparative sequence analysis in Fig. 6A provided some additional support for this structure, since four variations found in this region were predicted either to maintain the predicted structure ( Fig. 6B ; C-293→U and U296→C), to not affect it due to their position in a bulge (A-292→C and U305→C), or to immediately flank the predicted hairpin (A-314→U and U315→C).
in order to address the question whether the defects observed for (some) nsp1 mutants might be due to an effect on the predicted hairpin rather than the nsp1 protein, we engineered a mutant (RNAko) in which a combination of seven translationally silent mutations was introduced in the codons specifying nsp1 residues 22 to 28 (Fig. 6B) . Mfold analysis indicated that this combination of mutations in the region of nt 290 to 308 should destroy the predicted hairpin (data not shown). Also some alternative RNA structures that can be predicted for the wild-type sequence would be significantly altered by this combination of mutations. Nevertheless, in multiple experiments, the phenotype of the RNAko mutant was found to be identical to that of wild-type virus, showing normal levels of replication and transcription (Fig. 3) , wild-type virus titers (Table 1) , and a normal ]methionine. Reaction products were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. Cleavage of the 52-kDa precursor (P) yields nsp1 and a 22-kDa C-terminal fragment (C). All nsp1 ZF mutants tested showed wild-type nsp1 PCPβ activity, thus ruling out that a defect in nsp1/2 cleavage was the basis for their phenotype.
plaque size (Fig. 4) . Thus, regardless whether the hairpin depicted in Fig. 6 exists or not, it is irrelevant in the context of the results obtained with the Cys-25 and His-27 nsp1 ZF mutants. in this light, also the phenotype of the H27R mutant is important, since its A-304→G mutation is predicted to maintain the RNA hairpin, exchanging a U-A for a U-G base pair. Still, H27R transcription is seriously affected (Fig. 3) , again suggesting that it is the nsp1 amino acid sequence that is important rather than the RNA structure of this region.
DIsCussION
Following uncoating, plus-strand RNA virus genomes are first translated by host ribosomes to produce the enzymes required for viral RNA synthesis. nsp1 of EAv is the first viral protein expressed and thus seems to occupy a strategic position in the viral life cycle, which may explain the multifunctionality of this replicase subunit that is now emerging. in addition to its critical role in replicase polyprotein processing and sg RNA production described before 62 and extended here, our new data implicate nsp1 in an as-yet-undefined function downstream of RNA synthesis that is ultimately important for virion biogenesis.
The data presented in this article, in particular those obtained from mutagenesis of the putative zinc-binding residues of the ZF domain, confirm the crucial role of nsp1 in EAv transcription. However, whereas EAv proved to be highly sensitive to replacement of Cys-41 and Cys-44, the Cys-25→His substitution was tolerated and the constraints on the His occupying position 27 appeared to be even more relaxed. The fact that -compared to the distal pair of Zn-binding residues (Cys-41 and Cys-44) -mutations at the proximal Cys-25/His-27 pair were relatively well tolerated correlates with (and supports) the alignment presented in Fig. 2C , which shows that the position of His-27 is occupied by Cys in other arteriviruses.
Zinc binding by the nsp1 ZF domain remains to be verified, an issue currently pursued by purification and characterization of recombinant nsp1 from Escherichia coli. Also, we cannot formally exclude the theoretical possibility that this region of nsp1 contains, e.g., two small adjacent (or even overlapping) domains with different functions. However, the results obtained upon mutagenesis of the four putative zinc-coordinating residues lend credibility to the hypothesis that they are part of a single ZF domain: e.g., mutations in either pair of proposed zinc-binding residues can produce the same transcription-negative phenotype (compare C25A with the C41/C44 mutants [ Fig. 3] ). The three transcriptionpositive ZF mutants (C25H, H27C, and H27A) were also the basis for a second important observation, which was that nsp1 mutations can result in a major defect in the production of infectious progeny, thus implicating the protein in an additional step of the viral life cycle, downstream of transcription. The wild-type phenotype of the RNAko mutant (Fig. 6 ) makes it highly unlikely that disruption of RNA structures in the nsp1 ZF-coding region played a role in the mixed phenotypes that were observed.
Zinc finger domains are short, independently folded stretches of amino acids that require the coordination of one or more zinc atoms to stabilize their higher-order structure 24 . These motifs were first identified in TFiiiA of Xenopus laevis and were implicated in nucleic acid recognition 33 . Since then, ZF domains have emerged as one of the most prevalent motifs in the mammalian proteome. They are frequently classified according to the sequential nature of the zinc-coordinating residues, with the CCHH class being the most common one. ZF domains are widely recognized as sequence-specific DNAbinding motifs, but they have also been shown to bind RNA 28 , as well as to participate in protein-protein interactions 27, 30 , including dimerization 31 . Given the versatility and diversity of this structural motif, it is not surprising that many viruses also encode ZF proteins. One of the best-characterized examples is the nucleocapsid (NC) protein of onco-and lentiviruses, which contains one or two copies of a CCHC zinc-coordinating domain that is essential for RNA packaging during virus assembly 8, 31 . Upon conservative replacement of zinc-binding residues, zinc coordination is maintained and viral genome packaging is not affected, but the resulting mutant viruses are almost completely noninfectious 15, 16 . Further analysis implicated these ZF domains in viral RNA synthesis and RNA-protein interactions, thus revealing additional, previously unknown functions of these domains 16, 20, 26 . interestingly, a structural study of zinc fingers of the CCHC type in lentiviruses showed that an HCHC mutant was no longer able to bind zinc tetrahedrally, while the CCHH form could still bind zinc tightly, although this resulted in important structural modifications that could be responsible for the loss of infectivity observed for this mutant 47 .
Despite clear differences in protein function and origin, intriguing parallels can be drawn between these retrovirus NC data and our analysis of EAv nsp1 mutants in which putative zinc-coordinating residues were replaced. The transcription-negative phenotype of the Cys-25→A and Cys-41/Cys-44 mutants suggests a complete loss of zinc coordination. However, the conservative replacements of Cys-25→His and His-27→Cys, which in theory may leave the zinc-coordinating potential intact, were both largely tolerated in terms of sg RNA production (Fig. 3) , although these mutants were significantly impaired in a later stage of the viral life cycle, possibly virion biogenesis. The His-27→Ala replacement might represent an intermediate that is still able to bind zinc, as described for the distal ZF of the Hiv-1 NC (61), in which the same mutant was concluded to retain the tetrahedral coordination of the metal ion, with the vacant ligand position presumably occupied by a water molecule. A similar situation has been described for the CCCH ZF domain in another viral protease, NS3 of hepatitis C virus 22 . very little is currently known about the protein-protein and protein-RNA interactions that regulate arterivirus sg RNA synthesis. nsp1 might be involved in the stalling of the viral RdRp complex at the body TRSs by interacting with this conserved RNA sequence. it could also participate in the targeting of the nascent subgenome-length minus strand to the leader TRS in the 5' end of the template or may facilitate the base pairing between body TRS complement and leader TRS -steps that are presumed essential for arterivirus sg RNA synthesis. Regardless of the molecular basis of nsp1 involvement in EAv transcription, the integrity of the ZF domain was also found to be essential for virus production.
Obviously, in the arterivirus system ( Fig. 1) , structural protein synthesis and consequently virus production are directly controlled by sg mRNA synthesis. it should also be noted that EAv assembly involves a total of seven structural proteins, which are all essential for the production of infectious progeny 36, 71, 72 , and that little is known about the molecular interactions between these components and the kinetics of virus assembly. in other words, a small disturbance at the level of sg mRNA synthesis (e.g., affecting the ratio at which some of the structural proteins are produced) could in theory have major consequences for virus production. Still, three of our mutants (C25H, H27C, and H27A) coupled a deviation of not more than twofold in the ratio of genome to sg mRNA synthesis to a 2-to 5-log drop in infectious progeny titers (Table 1) . We consider it highly unlikely, but not impossible, that this is solely due to relatively minor changes at the level of sg mRNA production. On the other hand, ostensibly supporting a direct role of nsp1 in virion biogenesis, there are precedents both for the presence of replicase proteins of plus-strand RNA viruses in virions 37, 42, 46 and for a link between mutations in replicase subunits and the production of infectious progeny 23 . A role of nsp1 in translation of viral RNA also needs to be investigated, although a preliminary analysis did not reveal major deviations in structural protein synthesis for mutants like C25H (D. D. Nedialkova et al., unpublished data). As in the case of the function of nsp1 in transcription, a better understanding of this phenotype and the role of nsp1 will require identification of interaction partners, which may be either RNA sequences or other viral proteins. Such studies are currently ongoing using biochemical methods and attempting to isolate second-site revertants for selected nsp1 mutants.
Finally, the data in this paper underlines the importance of the nsp1 PCPβ domain in the EAv system. This enzyme is a representative of a class of papain-like "accessory proteases" (a term used to discriminate them from the viral "main" protease), which are found in evolutionarily distinct lineages of plus strand RNA viruses 12, 13, 44 . Arteriviruses contain an array of two to four of these enzymes in the N-terminal domain of their replicase (9, 58, 60) . Distant homologs of these arterivirus domains are also found in the large nsp3 product of coronaviruses 2, 21, 76 , and it has been postulated that, in the course of nidovirus evolution, these N-terminal papain-like protease domains may have been optimally suited for acquisition and integration of new functions into an expanding replicase 12 . in the case of coronaviruses, engineered deletions and mutations affecting the nsp1 to -3 region and its proteolytic processing by nsp3 accessory proteinases can induce a variety of effects, but, remarkably, a large number of such mutations are tolerated to a certain extent 6, 17, 18, 74 . Thus far, a strictly transcription-specific function, as documented here for EAv nsp1, has not been identified in the coronavirus system, suggesting that arterivirus evolution may have taken a unique turn, by first acquiring multiple accessory PCP-containing replicase subunits and subsequently evolving a key regulatory position for these proteins in the viral life cycle.
